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End of term logisticsEnd of term logistics
 Please be sure to fill out the postPlease be sure to fill out the post--semester survey! semester survey! 

Link (ELMS and in emails):Link (ELMS and in emails):
htthtt ////ti l /SP14ti l /SP14 Ph 131Ph 131 E dE d SShttphttp://://tinyurl.com/SP14tinyurl.com/SP14--Phys131Phys131--EndEnd--SurveySurvey

 Final Exam in this room + next room:Final Exam in this room + next room: Final Exam in this room + next room: Final Exam in this room + next room: 
Saturday, May 17, 6:30Saturday, May 17, 6:30--8:30 pm8:30 pm

 Final Exam review Wed (reading day) here, time Final Exam review Wed (reading day) here, time 
to be announcedto be announcedto be announcedto be announced

 Exam cumulative up to today; equally distributed Exam cumulative up to today; equally distributed 
(as best as possible) in questions(as best as possible) in questions

5

( p ) q( p ) q
 Exam much like a midterm x 2 in lengthExam much like a midterm x 2 in length



For the final!For the final!
�� Review Review slides will soon be posted as a link on slides will soon be posted as a link on 

the Schedule page the Schedule page 
�� Grades for Readings, Clickers, and HW Grades for Readings, Clickers, and HW 

will be updated and posted in the next few days.will be updated and posted in the next few days.p p yp p y
�� Sample problems Sample problems will be postedwill be posted
�� Do you want office hours this week?Do you want office hours this week?�� Do you want office hours this week?Do you want office hours this week?
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Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Potential EnergyPotential Energy

�� For some forces work only dependsFor some forces work only depends�� For some forces work only depends For some forces work only depends 
on the change in position. Then the work done on the change in position. Then the work done 
can be writtencan be written 

F  
r  U

UU is called a is called a potential energypotential energy..
F r  U

�� For gravity, For gravity, UUgravitygravity = mgh= mgh

For a spring, For a spring, UUspringspring = = ½ ½ kxkx22

F l t i fF l t i f UU kk QQ QQ //
7Physics 131

For electric force,For electric force, UUelectricelectric = k= kCCQQ11QQ22/r/r1212



Moving to moleculesMoving to moleculesMoving to moleculesMoving to molecules

�� Apply our Newtonian framework and Apply our Newtonian framework and 
results to atoms and molecules.results to atoms and molecules.

�� See what goes over directly, See what goes over directly, 
what we have to add.what we have to add.

�� Can we integrate what we know about Can we integrate what we know about 
atoms and molecules from chemistry withatoms and molecules from chemistry withatoms and molecules from chemistry with atoms and molecules from chemistry with 
the physics we have learned?the physics we have learned?

8Physics 131



Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Energies between charge clustersEnergies between charge clusters

�� Atoms and molecules are made up of charges.Atoms and molecules are made up of charges.
�� The potential energy between two charges isThe potential energy between two charges is

1 2
12

12

elec Ck Q QU
r



�� The potential energy between many charges isThe potential energy between many charges is

12...
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Foothold Ideas:Foothold Ideas:
i f h i li f h i lConservation of Mechanical EnergyConservation of Mechanical Energy

T t l f ki tiT t l f ki ti l t ti ll t ti l�� Total of kinetic Total of kinetic plus potential plus potential energy are energy are 
conserved if resistive forces can be ignored conserved if resistive forces can be ignored 

Graphical RepresentationMathematical Representation
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How many interactions in the system have How many interactions in the system have 
an electric potential energy? (Equivalently:an electric potential energy? (Equivalently:an electric potential energy? (Equivalently: an electric potential energy? (Equivalently: 
How many How many ““1/r1/r”” terms will we have to add upterms will we have to add up
to get the total electric PE?)to get the total electric PE?)to get the total electric PE?)to get the total electric PE?)

-q

r2q Q rq Q

-q

11Physics 131Answer: 6



How many of those potential energies How many of those potential energies 
change when the chargechange when the charge QQ movesmoveschange when the charge change when the charge QQ moves moves 
to the right?to the right?

-q

r2q Q rq Q

-q

12Physics 131Answer: 3



Sketch a graph of the extra potential Sketch a graph of the extra potential 
f ddif ddi QQ f ti ff ti fenergy from adding energy from adding Q Q as a function of as a function of 

position position rr of charge of charge QQ

-q

r2q Q rq Q

-q
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rQqi
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Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Forces from PEForces from PEForces from PEForces from PE

�� For conservative forces, PE can be defined byFor conservative forces, PE can be defined by

�� If you know If you know UU, the force can be obtained from , the force can be obtained from 


F  

r  U

it viait via

�� In more than 1D need to use the In more than 1D need to use the gradientgradient

�� The force always points The force always points downdown the PE hill.the PE hill.
16



Balance of kinetic and potential energy Balance of kinetic and potential energy 
i l li l lin a moleculein a molecule

http://besocratic.colorado.edu/CLUE-Chemistry/activities/LondonDispersionForce/1.2-interactions-0.html

17
Page 3 of the interactive Demo! Energy Bar 

graphs!



Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Bound statesBound states

�� When two objects attract, When two objects attract, 
they may form a they may form a bound statebound state ––
that is, they may stick together.  that is, they may stick together.  

�� If you have to do positive work If you have to do positive work 
to pull them apart in order to get to to pull them apart in order to get to 
a separated state with KE = 0, then a separated state with KE = 0, then 
the original state was in a state the original state was in a state 
with negative energy.with negative energy.

18Physics 131



Potential 
Energy

C

r

BA
Total energy

r

What is the What is the velocityvelocity and and force force at point  at point  
A,B,C  Consider both magnitude and A,B,C  Consider both magnitude and 
direction!direction!
Draw the vectors on the whiteboard  Draw the vectors on the whiteboard  
FA (pointing right) > FB (pointing left) > FC (pointing left)FA (pointing right) > FB (pointing left) > FC (pointing left)
vA = vB (as KE is the same, direction undefined)
vC = 0



You know that two atoms You know that two atoms 
that are far apart are barely that are far apart are barely 
interacting.  interacting.  

H i thi t d i ll iH i thi t d i ll iHow is this represented visually in How is this represented visually in 
the PE diagram?the PE diagram?

1.1. The potential energy approaches zero as The potential energy approaches zero as rr gets large.gets large.
22 The PE curve is close to horizontal asThe PE curve is close to horizontal as rr gets largegets large2.2. The PE curve is close to horizontal as The PE curve is close to horizontal as rr gets large.gets large.
3.3. The PE curve is close to vertical as The PE curve is close to vertical as rr gets small.gets small.
4.4. The potential energy has a minimum.The potential energy has a minimum.p gyp gy
5.5. More than one of theseMore than one of these
6.6. The PE diagram doesnThe PE diagram doesn’’t demonstrate this informationt demonstrate this information
7.7. None of theseNone of these



These two atoms can exist These two atoms can exist 
in a stable bound statein a stable bound statein a stable bound state.  in a stable bound state.  

How is this represented visually in How is this represented visually in ow s t s ep ese ted v sua yow s t s ep ese ted v sua y
the PE diagram?the PE diagram?

1.1. The potential energy approaches zero asThe potential energy approaches zero as rr gets large.gets large.1.1. The potential energy approaches zero as The potential energy approaches zero as rr gets large.gets large.
2.2. The PE curve is close to horizontal as The PE curve is close to horizontal as rr gets large.gets large.
3.3. The PE curve is close to vertical as The PE curve is close to vertical as rr gets small.gets small.
4.4. The potential energy has a minimum.The potential energy has a minimum.
5.5. More than one of theseMore than one of these
6.6. The PE diagram doesnThe PE diagram doesn’’t demonstrate this informationt demonstrate this information
7.7. None of theseNone of these



The figure shows The figure shows the potential energythe potential energy of two of two 
interacting atoms. The point with the minimum interacting atoms. The point with the minimum 
value is value is rr00 and the point where the curve crosses 0 is and the point where the curve crosses 0 is 
rr11. Where is the force between the two atoms the . Where is the force between the two atoms the 
largest?largest?largest? largest? 

1.1. At At rr00..
22 AtAt rr2.2. At At rr11..
3.3. At fairly large At fairly large 

al es ofal es ofvalues of values of rr..



The figure shows The figure shows the potential energythe potential energy of two of two 
interacting atoms. The point with the minimum interacting atoms. The point with the minimum 
value is value is rr00 and the point where the curve crosses 0 and the point where the curve crosses 0 
is is rr11. Where is the force between the two atoms . Where is the force between the two atoms 
repulsive?repulsive?repulsive? repulsive? 

11 BetweenBetween rr11 andand rr00..1.1. Between Between rr11 and and rr00..
2.2. Between Between rr00 and ∞.and ∞.

N hN h3.3. Nowhere.Nowhere.



The figure shows The figure shows the potential energythe potential energy of two of two 
interacting atoms. The point with the minimum interacting atoms. The point with the minimum 
value is value is rr00 and the point where the curve crosses 0 and the point where the curve crosses 0 
is is rr11. Where is the force between the two atoms . Where is the force between the two atoms 
attractive?attractive?attractive?attractive?

11 BetweenBetween rr11 andand rr00..1.1. Between Between rr11 and and rr00..
2.2. Between Between rr00 and ∞.and ∞.

N hN h3.3. Nowhere.Nowhere.



Two atoms interact with a potential Two atoms interact with a potential 
energy between them that varies as a energy between them that varies as a 
function of their separation as shown in function of their separation as shown in 
the graph at the right We take the zero ofthe graph at the right We take the zero ofthe graph at the right. We take the zero of the graph at the right. We take the zero of 
energy to be when they are very far apart energy to be when they are very far apart 
and at rest. They have a total energy and at rest. They have a total energy EE11 as as 
shown on the figure. Which of the shown on the figure. Which of the 
following statements are true about them?  following statements are true about them?  

A.A. They are in a bound state.They are in a bound state.
B.B. The The total energy of the total energy of the 

molecule is positivemolecule is positive

1. Only A
2. A and B
3 A and Cmolecule is positive.molecule is positive.

C.C. The total energy of the The total energy of the 
molecule is negative.molecule is negative.
Th t t l f thTh t t l f th

3. A and C
4. A and D
5. Only B

lD.D. The total energy of the The total energy of the 
molecule is zero.molecule is zero.

6. Only C
7. Only D



Two atoms interact with a potential Two atoms interact with a potential 
energy between them that varies as a energy between them that varies as a 
function of their separation as shown in function of their separation as shown in 
the graph at the right We take the zero ofthe graph at the right We take the zero ofthe graph at the right. We take the zero of the graph at the right. We take the zero of 
energy to be when they are very far apart energy to be when they are very far apart 
and at rest. They have a total energy and at rest. They have a total energy EE11 as as 
shown on the figure. Which of the shown on the figure. Which of the 
following statements are true about them?  following statements are true about them?  

1.1. To pull them apart, you would have to put in an energy To pull them apart, you would have to put in an energy EE11..
2.2. To pull them apart, you would have to put in an energy To pull them apart, you would have to put in an energy --EE11..
3.3. By pulling them apart, you would gain an energy By pulling them apart, you would gain an energy EE11 that you that you 

could use elsewhere.could use elsewhere.
B lli th t ld iB lli th t ld i EE th tth t4.4. By pulling them apart, you would gain an energy By pulling them apart, you would gain an energy --EE11 that you that you 
could use elsewhere.could use elsewhere.



HeatHeat
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Heat is internal motionHeat is internal motionHeat is internal motionHeat is internal motion

 We have a natural sense of hot and cold.We have a natural sense of hot and cold.
 1919thth century we realized warmth of an object is a century we realized warmth of an object is a 

f d i l i f h bj ’f d i l i f h bj ’measure of random internal motion of the object’measure of random internal motion of the object’s s 
atoms/moleculesatoms/molecules
R li d i i l l t f thiR li d i i l l t f thi hiddhidd Realized a surprisingly large amount of this Realized a surprisingly large amount of this hidden hidden 
energy that “hot” objects possessed, under the right energy that “hot” objects possessed, under the right 
conditions could be put to workconditions could be put to workconditions, could be put to work.conditions, could be put to work.

28



Hidden Energy Inside ObjectsHidden Energy Inside Objects

Object A

 Each atom can have kinetic energy
 Each interaction between atoms can store potential 

energy
I t ti b t t b d l d i Interactions between atoms can be modeled as springs 

 More realistic (but not perfect):  Lenard-Jones Potential



Temperature and EnergyTemperature and Energy

Object A

 TemperatureTemperature:  :  Measures Measures amount amount of energy of energy in each in each interaction interaction ––
the key concept is that thermal energy is the key concept is that thermal energy is on average on average equally equally 
distributed among all these possible locations where energydistributed among all these possible locations where energydistributed among all these possible locations where energy distributed among all these possible locations where energy 
could reside.  could reside.  (Equipartition Theorem)(Equipartition Theorem)

 Internal Energy of object A:  Internal Energy of object A:  Measures the TOTAL energy in Measures the TOTAL energy in 
h h l bj D dh h l bj D d dd h b fh b fthe whole object. Depends on temperature the whole object. Depends on temperature and and the number of the number of 

locations where energy could residelocations where energy could reside (“hide”)(“hide”)



Specific Heat and Heat CapacitySpecific Heat and Heat CapacitySpecific Heat and Heat CapacitySpecific Heat and Heat Capacity

 The amount of thermal energy Q needed toThe amount of thermal energy Q needed toThe amount of thermal energy Q needed to The amount of thermal energy Q needed to 
produce one degree of temperature change is an produce one degree of temperature change is an 
object is called its object is called its heat capacity Cheat capacity C..

TCQ 
 The amount of thermal energy The amount of thermal energy per unit mass per unit mass 

needed to produce one degree of temperature needed to produce one degree of temperature 
change in an object is called its change in an object is called its specific heatspecific heat..

C
31
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Critical Experiment 1Critical Experiment 1
If we have If we have equal equal amounts amounts 
of theof the samesame kindskinds

200 g of 
waterof the of the samesame kinds kinds 

of materials at different of materials at different 
temperatures temperatures 

water
at 80 °C

200 g of 
and put them together, and put them together, 
what happens?what happens?

g
water
at 20 °C

1.1. pretty close to 50 Cpretty close to 50 C
2.2. pretty close to 80 Cpretty close to 80 C.. p e y c ose o 80 Cp e y c ose o 80 C
3.3. pretty close to 20 Cpretty close to 20 C
4.4. greater than 80 Cgreater than 80 C
5.5. less than 20 Cless than 20 C



Critical Experiment 2Critical Experiment 2
If we have If we have unequal unequal 
amounts of theamounts of the samesame kindskinds

100 g of 
wateramounts of the amounts of the samesame kinds kinds 

of materials at different of materials at different 
temperatures temperatures 

water
at 80 °C

200 g of 
and put them together, and put them together, 
what happens?what happens?

g
water
at 20 °C

1.1. pretty close to 40 Cpretty close to 40 C
2.2. pretty close to 80 Cpretty close to 80 C.. p e y c ose o 80 Cp e y c ose o 80 C
3.3. pretty close to 20 Cpretty close to 20 C
4.4. greater than 60 Cgreater than 60 C
5.5. something elsesomething else



Experiment 3Experiment 3
If we have If we have equalequal masses masses 
ofof different kindsdifferent kinds

200 g of 
copperof of different kinds different kinds 

of materials at different of materials at different 
temperatures temperatures 

at 80 °C

200 g of 
and put them together, and put them together, 
what happens?what happens?

water
at 20 °C

1.1. pretty close to 50 Cpretty close to 50 C
2.2. pretty close to 80 Cpretty close to 80 C.. p e y c ose o 80 Cp e y c ose o 80 C
3.3. pretty close to 20 Cpretty close to 20 C
4.4. greater than 80 Cgreater than 80 C
5.5. less than 20 Cless than 20 C

Physics 131 34Whiteboard, 
TA & LA



Why does a mass of copper Why does a mass of copper 
h h ld lh h ld lheat the cold water less heat the cold water less 
than an equal mass of hot water than an equal mass of hot water qq
at the same temperature?at the same temperature?

35Physics 131
Whiteboard, 

TA & LA



Thermal Energy Thermal Energy 
is is NOTNOT TemperatureTemperature

�� Even if the masses are the same, the temperature Even if the masses are the same, the temperature 
does not wind up halfway between.does not wind up halfway between.

�� There are different numbers of places to put There are different numbers of places to put 
the energy in water and copper!the energy in water and copper!

�� Each kind of material translates thermal energy Each kind of material translates thermal energy 
into temperature in its own wayinto temperature in its own way..into temperature in its own wayinto temperature in its own way..

Q  m1c1T1  m2c2T2

36Physics 131
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Specific Heat and Heat CapacitySpecific Heat and Heat CapacitySpecific Heat and Heat CapacitySpecific Heat and Heat Capacity

�� The amount of thermal energy needed to produceThe amount of thermal energy needed to produce�� The amount of thermal energy needed to produce The amount of thermal energy needed to produce 
one degree of temperature change is an object is one degree of temperature change is an object is 
called its called its heat capacityheat capacity..

TCQ 
�� The amount of thermal energy per unit mass The amount of thermal energy per unit mass 

needed to produce one degree of temperature needed to produce one degree of temperature 
change in an object is called its change in an object is called its specific heatspecific heat..

C
37Physics 131
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Can we feel the temperature?Can we feel the temperature?
–– If we have a cup of hot water and a cup If we have a cup of hot water and a cup 

f ld f l h diff ?f ld f l h diff ?

Can we feel the temperature?Can we feel the temperature?

of cold water, can we feel the difference?of cold water, can we feel the difference?

–– If you touch the plastic part of your chair If you touch the plastic part of your chair 
and the metal part, which feels warmer?and the metal part, which feels warmer?

38



On which surface will the ice On which surface will the ice 
melt faster?melt faster?

AA StoneStoneA.A. StoneStone
B.B. CopperCopper

l il iC.C. PlasticPlastic
D.D. WoodWood

Copper is the best “conductor” of heat

39
Heat conduction  rate of energy transfer



Heat TransferHeat TransferHeat TransferHeat Transfer

40



The objects listed in The objects listed in 11--3 3 below are placed in below are placed in 
an oven heated to 90an oven heated to 90°°C and left for a long C and left for a long 
time. time. Which Which object will feel warmest when object will feel warmest when 

you touch it? you touch it? 

1.1. A ball of cotton A ball of cotton 
2.2. A A stick of wood stick of wood 
3.3. A A metal metal barbar
4.4. They They would all feel the would all feel the 

same same 



The objects listed in The objects listed in 11--22--3 3 below are placed in below are placed in 
h t d th t d t 9090oo CC d l ft f ld l ft f lan oven heated to an oven heated to 9090oo C C and left for a long and left for a long 

time. time. Which Which object will object will have the highest have the highest 
t t ?t t ?temperature? temperature? 

1.1. A ball of cotton A ball of cotton 
22 AA stick of woodstick of wood2.2. A A stick of wood stick of wood 
3.3. A A metal metal barbar
44 TheyThey would allwould all havehave thethe4.4. They They would all would all have have the the 

same same temperature.temperature.



Remember diffusion?Remember diffusion?Remember diffusion?Remember diffusion?
 Why did particles Why did particles y py p

spread from high spread from high 
density to low?density to low?yy

 Why do you think heat Why do you think heat 
goes from warmergoes from warmergoes from warmer goes from warmer 
objects to colder?objects to colder?

43



Heat Flow by ConductionHeat Flow by ConductionHeat Flow by ConductionHeat Flow by Conduction
 Simplest case (again)Simplest case (again)p ( g )p ( g )
 Hot block at Hot block at TTHH

 Cold block at Cold block at TTCCCC

 Connecting block Connecting block 
that carries that carries 
((““conductsconducts””) ) 
thermal energy thermal energy 
f h h bl kf h h bl kfrom the hot block from the hot block 
to the cold.to the cold.

44



Energy UnitsEnergy UnitsEnergy UnitsEnergy Units
 1 calorie = 1 calorie = energy to raise temperature of  1 energy to raise temperature of  1 

gm of ater b one degree Cgm of ater b one degree Cgm of water by one degree Cgm of water by one degree C
 1 BTU = energy required to warm 1 1 BTU = energy required to warm 1 lblb

water by 1 water by 1 ooFF
 Joule =Joule = 1 kg m1 kg m22/s/s22 -- Metric unit of energyMetric unit of energyJoule  Joule  1 kg m1 kg m /s/s Metric unit of energyMetric unit of energy
 (1 BTU is 1,055 J ~1 kJ)(1 BTU is 1,055 J ~1 kJ)



PowerPower
 Power = Energy per unit timePower = Energy per unit time

PowerPower

 1 Watt = 1 Joule/s1 Watt = 1 Joule/s1 Watt  1 Joule/s1 Watt  1 Joule/s

 1 Horsepower = 746 Watts1 Horsepower = 746 Watts

 200 HP engine ~ 150 kW engine200 HP engine ~ 150 kW engine



Foothold ideas: 1Foothold ideas: 1Foothold ideas: 1Foothold ideas: 1
�� Temperature is a measure of how hot or cold something Temperature is a measure of how hot or cold something 

is.  (We have a natural physical sense of hot and cold.)is.  (We have a natural physical sense of hot and cold.)
�� When two objects are left in contact for long enough When two objects are left in contact for long enough 

they come to the same temperature.they come to the same temperature.
�� When two objects of the same material but different When two objects of the same material but different 

h h hh h htemperatures are put together they reach an average, temperatures are put together they reach an average, 
weighted by the fraction of the total mass.weighted by the fraction of the total mass.
Th h i ibl f th b l i th t thTh h i ibl f th b l i th t th�� The mechanism responsible for the above rule is that the The mechanism responsible for the above rule is that the 
same thermal energy is transferred from one object to the same thermal energy is transferred from one object to the 
other:other: QQ proportional toproportional to mmΔΔTT

47Physics 131

other: other: Q Q proportional to proportional to mmΔΔTT..



Foothold ideas: 2Foothold ideas: 2Foothold ideas: 2Foothold ideas: 2
�� When two objects of different materials and different When two objects of different materials and different 

temperatures are put together they come to a commontemperatures are put together they come to a commontemperatures are put together they come to a common temperatures are put together they come to a common 
temperature, but it is not obtained by the simple rule.temperature, but it is not obtained by the simple rule.

�� Each object translates thermal energy into temperature inEach object translates thermal energy into temperature in�� Each object translates thermal energy into temperature in Each object translates thermal energy into temperature in 
its own way.  This is specified by a densityits own way.  This is specified by a density--like quantity, like quantity, 
cc, the specific heat., the specific heat.

�� The heat capacity of an object is The heat capacity of an object is C C = = mcmc..
�� When two objects of different material and different When two objects of different material and different jj

temperatures are put together they reach an average, temperatures are put together they reach an average, 
weighted by the fraction of the total heat capacity.weighted by the fraction of the total heat capacity.

48Physics 131

�� When heat is absorbed or emitted by an When heat is absorbed or emitted by an object object Q  mcT


